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INSURANCE COMPANIES ADVISE "AGENTS IN DILEMMA"

Dilemma that has been involved in the affairs of the NAIC has been the subject of much discussion. The NAIC is an organization of insurance commissioners of all the states, and it is responsible for the supervision of the insurance industry. The commissioners are concerned with the regulation of insurance companies and the protection of policyholders.

The NAIC has been working on a set of regulations known as the "Model Act" which aims to standardize the practices of insurance companies across the country. The "Model Act" includes provisions on the appointment of agents, the duty of agents to inform policyholders about changes in rates, and the requirement for agents to maintain accurate records.

The NAIC has also been involved in the investigation of a case involving the payment of a large commission to an agent. The case has raised questions about the integrity of insurance agents and has led to calls for greater oversight of the industry.

The NAIC is expected to continue its work on the "Model Act" and to address other issues facing the insurance industry in the coming months.

Chester 5, Tuesday, April 23, 1916

AGREE TO TOUCH UP MORGAN

GEN. SCOTT TO HASTEN BACK FROM MEXICO NOW CALLED JUNK

AEROPLANES IN MEXICO NOW CALLED JUNK

SECRETARY OF WAR INTENDS TO DISMISS STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Washington, D.C., April 23.—The heads of the American Field Service (AFS) have received a letter from President Wilson and have been informed that the student representative at the University of Chicago was dismissed because of "irregularities." The letter was addressed to the president of the university, who was also informed that the student representative would be replaced by a new one.

The AFS is an organization that sends students to work in other countries. The student representative at the University of Chicago was appointed by the AFS and was expected to represent the interests of the students in the country.

The AFS has been under scrutiny for its handling of the situation, and some have criticized the organization for its treatment of the student representative. The AFS has defended its actions, saying that it was trying to ensure that the student representative was properly representing the interests of the students.

The AFS is expected to continue its work in the country and to address other issues facing the organization in the coming months.

AERIAL WAR

AEROPLANES IN MEXICO NOW CALLED JUNK

Several of the aerial warplanes now being used in the Mexican campaign have been referred to as "junk." This has led to calls for improvements in the design and production of these aircraft.

The Mexican campaign has been characterized by the use of aerial warplanes, which have been used for reconnaissance, bombing, and other purposes. The use of aerial warplanes has been controversial, with some calling for a reduction in the number of aircraft used in the campaign.

The Mexican government has been working on improving the design and production of its aerial warplanes, and it is expected to continue its efforts in the coming months.

AMERICA'S NEWS

AMERICA'S NEWS

Even though we were not a great admirer of Mr. Wilson, we are glad to see that the American people have voted for peace and tranquility. Every voter voted for a man who would bring about a better understanding of the war.

We believe that Mr. Wilson was not elected to bring about a better understanding of the war. He was elected to bring about a better understanding of the war. We believe that Mr. Wilson was not elected to bring about a better understanding of the war. He was elected to bring about a better understanding of the war.

The American people have voted for peace and tranquility, and we are glad to see that Mr. Wilson has been elected to bring about a better understanding of the war.

The American people have voted for peace and tranquility, and we are glad to see that Mr. Wilson has been elected to bring about a better understanding of the war.
The White Hussars Coming on the Fifth Night of Chautauqua Week

The White Hussars is one of the greatest of the cavalry regiments of the world, and is one of the most unique in the military world. It is a regiment of the Italian army, and is composed entirely of horsemen, with no foot soldiers. The regiment is famous for its magnificent horses, which are bred exclusively for the Hussars, and are noted for their speed, endurance, and beauty. The Hussars are also known for their distinctive uniforms, which are a combination of black and gold, and for their magnificent horses, which are always well-groomed and well-cared for.

Chautauqua Week Here May 4th to 11th.

The White Hussars will be in residence during Chautauqua Week, and will perform several times during the week. They will be seen parading through the streets of the city, as well as giving performances in the Chautauqua grounds. The Hussars are a popular attraction, and are always well-liked by the audience.

Photographs by Frank Moore, Cleveland.
PREMIUM STATION
Our store is the PREMIUM STATION for the American Tobacco Company. There is no use now of sending your coupons off—just bring them to us and secure the premiums from the store. You see the article before you let your coupons.
Many useful articles are on display. Drop in and look them over.

Flowery
When in need of flowers, remember we have them and our deliveries are prompt.

Cowan Drug Company
"SATISFACTION MUST FOLLOW"

Announcements

FOR SICKS:
I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Sheriff of Ward No. 5, and ask for your support in the result of the Democratic primary.
J. E. OXNELL

FOR CLEER OF COURT:
I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Clear of Court for Chester County, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.
J. E. SUMNER

FOR AUDITOR:
I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Auditor of Chester County, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

ALDERMAN WARD 4:

Mr. John A. Nichols, having taken on an active interest in the city of Chester, submits to the citizens an able and industrious public servant and asks for your support in the result of the Democratic primary.
J. A. NICHOLS

ALDERMAN WARD 3:

I hereby announce myself a candidate for Alderman Ward 3, major, subject to the rules of the approaching general election.

J. H. GREEN

FOR TREASURER:
I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Treasurer for Chester County, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

J. STALL

ALDERMAN WARD 2:

I hereby announce myself a candidate for Alderman Ward 2, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

J. W. PATRICK

FOR SUPERVISOR:
I hereby announce myself a candidate for re-election to the office of Supervisor of Chester County, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

DAVID A. CANDERS

The Mammoth Yellow Sox Bean
These beans are the finest of the new early season produce. Having a large bushy habit, are in abundance for the farmers, in addition to the great demand for beans by the table, and table in the approaching general election.

G. W. MITCHELL

FOR ALDERMAN WARD ONE:

I hereby announce myself a candidate for re-election to the office of Alderman Ward 1, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

J. A. R. DYE

FOR ALDERMAN WARD THREE:

I hereby announce myself a candidate for re-election to the office of Alderman Ward 3, subject to the rules of the Democratic primary.

J. B. WESBROOK

GERMAN REPLY BY SATURDAY

To the Editor of The National Exchange:

The above is a German ad most of which has been translated.

Alderman I. W.

The German newspaper ad that has been translated.

Alderman I. W.

The German newspaper ad that has been translated.
I hope there is no use for one VQ street sprinkling.

4er and the main making a connection j thing connected with the building to the city can tap the pipe between the me- of a new building awarded every businessfirm has a water ; and a man and team of horses on the if this is done by the city the business !

if we do not do its duty and we have an- She new county in the back-ground. It has almost put for anything that they get, that crccUil we understand an electric I I
dco to him. And there's no broken-will be rest assured that we have thefacts in the case.

and we believe it is then patronizing PATRONIZING HOME CONTRAC-
at already to stand by it.—Greenwood alright. We take this position an and home people in every other line is We do not know why the sprinkler ;

and we believe it is then patronizing PATRONIZING HOME CONTRAC-

We invite you to come in and see Mr. Spradley, the rc presen-
tative of the Riverside Tailoring Co.

For Style

Service For Satisfaction

There is nothing in town like our Woolen Flannel Suits We have them all in the latest patterns. Also a nifty line of Palm Beach and Kool Kloths.

A pleasure to serve you

Rodman-Brown

Company

For Service For Satisfaction

There is nothing in town like our Woolen Flannel Suits We have them all in the latest patterns. Also a nifty line of Palm Beach and Kool Kloths.

A pleasure to serve you

Rodman-Brown

Company
**FREE**

During the Month of May
One Year's Subscription to
McCall Magazine

And one pattern free with every cash purchase of $5.00 and over

The S. M. Jones Company

---

**LOCAL AND PERSONAL**

Mrs. T. C. and A. T. Hart of \(\ldots\)

Mrs. John B. Wylie and \(\ldots\), if \(\ldots\), were \(\ldots\) last Sunday.

Mrs. Kittie McCary of \(\ldots\) was \(\ldots\) a childery yesterday.

Mr. Frank Y. went to Chester \(\ldots\) to \(\ldots\) on \(\ldots\).

Mrs. E. S. Ellis, Hall, Rev. B. S. and \(\ldots\), motored to \(\ldots\).

Miss Coleman, of \(\ldots\), spent \(\ldots\) with Miss Francis \(\ldots\) at \(\ldots\).

Mr. J. Henry Gladney left for \(\ldots\) where he \(\ldots\) on the \(\ldots\) of \(\ldots\). At \(\ldots\) Miss Mary McCall, of \(\ldots\), spent \(\ldots\) in \(\ldots\). Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. McCall.

Mrs. R. H. Beale and S. C. Leftower left this morning for \(\ldots\) where they \(\ldots\) on \(\ldots\). Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hardin, \(\ldots\)

Miss Hall Ogles, of \(\ldots\), spent Easter in \(\ldots\) with her \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Misses \(\ldots\). This is the \(\ldots\) of \(\ldots\). There \(\ldots\) on \(\ldots\).

Miss Mary Brown, of Chisolm College, \(\ldots\) in \(\ldots\) the \(\ldots\). She \(\ldots\) in \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), the \(\ldots\) in \(\ldots\). Mrs. \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Everything advancing in \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Mrs. \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), of \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), of \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) are \(\ldots\). The automobile \(\ldots\) on \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). The \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). Miss \(\ldots\), of \(\ldots\), \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). The \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). The \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\). The \(\ldots\) and \(\ldots\) and \(\ld...
**COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AT STOVER SCHOOL**

**FRIDAY EVENING**

Blackstock, R. C., Principal

The following program will be carried out:

1. J. T. McDonald—Inaugural Address—Woodward

2. Lucy—Oh! so sightly

3. Bama—St. John's Band—Band Director—E. C. McDonald

4. Higginbotham—In Bark—Band Director—E. C. McDonald

5. T. J. McDonald—President

6. R. T. McDonald—President

7. D. McDonald

8. J. T. McDonald—Inaugural Address—Woodward
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**PHONE US AND WE SHALL BE GLAD TO SEND A MAN AROUND TO MEASURE YOUR WINDOWS AND ESTIMATE YOUR ORDER ON YOUR JOB**

**Chester Machine & Lumber Co.**

**Phone 18**

**CHESTER, S. C.**

**Always After the Job.**

**Dry Cleaning of the Better Kind**

We are now in position to do your Dry Cleaning. Don't send your work out of town.

Satisfaction guaranteed on your money back. Give us a trial.

T. D. ATKINSON

**ADVERTISING SURELY PAYS.**

The highest returns occur on open advertising. More than likely the reader of this newspaper is able to locate his home every morning. Reading is his home, the reader is likely to be interested. It is because to say that a certain article sells well.

Satisfaction guaranteed on your money back. Give us a trial.

J. A. BARNES

**Underwriter and Bookkeeper.**

**Carrier and Chas. & Curr.**

**Phone 119. Chester, S. C.**

**Western News and Propaganda Bureau, both for 25c per year.**

THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER will carry every week for the next six months notable articles by Prof. W. F. Massey, the Grand Old Man of Southern Agriculture on "$500 More a Year for the Southern Farmer: How to Get It." Here are some of the subjects Prof. Massey will discuss, each article telling how do that job:

1. We Must Inquire—Why We Make Less Money Than the Northern or Western Farmer.
2. We Must Make Our Own Lands Richer.
3. We Must Diversify So As to Make the South Feed Itself.
4. We Must Use More Horse Power and Machinery.
5. We Must Improve Our Methods of Cultivation.
6. We Must Make More Corn Yields.
7. We Must Make Our Own Hay andJersey.
8. We Must Learn Better Methods of Laying-by Crops.
9. We Must Keep Learning as Long as We Live.
10. We Must Raise Abundant Winter Fruits, Vegetables, Fowl and Poultry.
11. We Must Make the Best Use of Our Livestock.
12. We Must Make Better Business in Buying, Selling, and Keeping Accounts.
13. We Must Grow More Winter Cover Crops.
14. We Must Drain Our Lands Better.
15. We Must Grow More Wheat, Oats, and Rye.
16. We Must Study Plant Breeding and Seed Selection.
17. We Must Farm So as to Keep Land, Teams and Hands Busy Twelve Months a Year.
18. We Must Learn Greater Economy in Farm and Home Management.
19. We Must Learn Better Business in Buying, Selling, and Keeping Accounts.
20. We Must Give More Attention to Pastures and Meadows.
21. We Must Grow More Winter Cover Crops.
22. We Must Make Boys and Girls Partners in Farm Work.
23. We Must Learn Greater Economy in Farm and Home Management.
24. We Must Learn Better Business in Buying, Selling, and Keeping Accounts.
25. We Must Improve Our Methods of Cultivation.
26. We Must Make Cheaper Pork and More Beef.
27. We Must Make Our Own Hay andJersey.
28. We Must Put the Stubble Lands to Work.
29. We Must Learn Better Methods of Laying-by Crops.
30. We Must Keep Learning as Long as We Live.
31. We Must Raise Abundant Winter Fruits, Vegetables, Fowl and Poultry.
32. We Must Make the Best Use of Our Livestock.
33. We Must Make Better Business in Buying, Selling, and Keeping Accounts.
34. We Must Grow More Wheat, Oats, and Rye.
35. We Must Study Plant Breeding and Seed Selection.
36. We Must Farm So as to Keep Land, Teams and Hands Busy Twelve Months a Year.
37. We Must Learn Greater Economy in Farm and Home Management.
38. We Must Grow More Winter Cover Crops.
39. We Must Drain Our Lands Better.
40. We Must Grow More Wheat, Oats, and Rye.
41. We Must Study Plant Breeding and Seed Selection.
42. We Must Farm So as to Keep Land, Teams and Hands Busy Twelve Months a Year.
43. We Must Learn Better Methods of Laying-by Crops.
44. We Must Keep Learning as Long as We Live.
45. We Must Raise Abundant Winter Fruits, Vegetables, Fowl and Poultry.
46. We Must Make the Best Use of Our Livestock.
47. We Must Make Better Business in Buying, Selling, and Keeping Accounts.
48. We Must Grow More Wheat, Oats, and Rye.
49. We Must Study Plant Breeding and Seed Selection.
50. We Must Farm So as to Keep Land, Teams and Hands Busy Twelve Months a Year.

And Prof. Massey's page is only one of fifty features that have made The Progressive Farmer famous as "The Farm Paper with the Punch." It suits every member of the family—not only giving the farmer himself the best help, but also providing the best farm woman's page in America and a superb Young People's page.

THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER is issued once a week, the regular subscription rate is $1.00. The Semi-Weekly News is issued twice a week, the regular subscription rate is $1.50. We offer BOTH FOR ONE YEAR AT $1.50. This offer is good for renewals as well as new subscribers.

THE SEMI-WEEKLY NEWS

THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER

"$500 More a Year for the Southern Farmer: How to Get It"

Don't Delay
Delay Means Loss

Don't Delay
Delay Means Loss

Don't Delay
Delay Means Loss

Don't Delay
Delay Means Loss

Don't Delay
Delay Means Loss
Power

Don't overlook this matter of power. It is important. You want an automobile that will carry you through rough and snowy roads, and do it easily. You want a car that will climb hills, that will get you through town without jumping and straining its every part.

Not all cars can do these things, but know that the Maxwell can because you have the proof.

When the Maxwell stock touring car sales come on the market, watch the Motor Age Mileage Record a few weeks ago, it encountered all sorts of unfavorable conditions—rain, mud and hills, over country and city roads—yet it covered 500 miles per day, day after day, for more than six weeks.

Power, plenty of power, unfailing power, is absolutely essential to such a wonderful performance as this.

Let us give you a booklet telling all the secrets of breaking in your Maxwell car. And let us tell you about our partial payment plan, by which you can make a deposit and pay the balance while you use the car. Give us the opportunity and we'll prove our case.

Toureing Car, $655

Jones Motor Sales Co., Chester, S.C.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

MAXWELL

Honor Roll

GRADE 1.

College St.—Charlotte Coleman, Allen摩is, Alan

GRADE 2.

Center.—Caroline Baker, Betty Land, William

GRADE 3.

Car.—Charlotte Kingman, Robert Kingman, Arlene

GRADE 4.

Barbara Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Grace

GRADE 5.

College.—Charlotte Kingman, Robert Kingman, Arlene

GRADE 6.

Barbara Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Grace

GRADE 7.

College.—Charlotte Kingman, Robert Kingman, Arlene

GRADE 8.

Barbara Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Grace

GRADE 9.

College.—Charlotte Kingman, Robert Kingman, Arlene

GRADE 10.

Barbara Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Grace

GRADE 11.

College.—Charlotte Kingman, Robert Kingman, Arlene

GRADE 12.

Barbara Campbell, Elizabeth Campbell, Grace

Today Begins Our United States Tire Show

You have heard that at last the goal of the tire makers has been reached in these superb pneumatic casings. All this week we will have a special exhibition of these Balanced Tires.

Let us explain to you what 'balance' is, and what it does to give lower mileage cost. Let us explain to you the purpose of each of the 'Balanced' Tires. Drop in. We can show you real tire economy, and cut the cost of your car.

CHATTANOOGA

That Spells "Best" in Wagons

If you don't believe it, try one and be convinced

Just received solid car-load of one- and two-horse wagons, guaranteed to be as good as made, in every particular. Strong, light-running, durable. Every quality about them that a farm wagon should have.

Ask for the "CHATTANOOGA" and have no other

Also full line of

BUGGIES, HARNESS, ETC.